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Opinion / Commentary

Ontario home care more hazardous than families
told: Goar
Research by two professors shows that home care is less safe than institutional elder
care.

CANADIAN PATIENT SAFETY INSTITUTE

A typical residence, showing some of the challenges and hazards in providing care at home.

By: Carol Goar Canada, Politics Government, Published on Fri Jul 05 2013

For 30 years, politicians and health-care officials in Ontario

have touted the benefits of home care. It’s convenient, allows

seniors to live independently and saves the medical system

billions of dollars.

A hospital bed costs an average of $842 a day. Home care

costs an average of $42 a visit.

But there’s something missing from this rosy narrative.

There are no safety standards for home care. What goes on in

patients’ houses or apartments does not have to be

documented or disclosed.

A study just released by the Canadian Patient Safety Institute

lifts the veil . The lead researchers, Dr. Diane Doran of the

University of Toronto and Dr. Régis Blais of the Université de Montréal, show how

hazardous home care can be and outlines what needs to be done to make it safer.

The researchers found that 10 to 13 per cent of home-care patients experience an

“adverse event” — a serious fall, medication error or preventable infection — every year.

(The comparable rate for hospitals is 3.3 to 5 per cent annually.)

Safety at Home is the first study of its kind. The researchers combed the records of

home-care organizations across the country and filled in the gaps with statistical

extrapolation. Their analysis showed that half of the home-care mishaps could have
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been prevented.

These findings substantiate what many families have been saying for years: Hospitals

discharge frail, elderly patients without proper planning or adequate support.

Although the 36-page document is laden with academic/medical jargon, its charts and

graphs are clear and its illustrations — cluttered apartments, table tops loaded with pill

bottles, wheelchairs wedged between other pieces of furniture, cords and tubes

everywhere — speak volumes.

The primary cause of preventable injuries and infections, the researchers concluded, is

the ever-changing stream of support workers, nurses, therapists and supervisors

trooping through the house. These home-care employees don’t have a common patient

plan. They don’t keep consistent records. Communication is minimal or non-existent.

A secondary problem is that the packaging of pharmaceuticals and equipment varies,

creating confusion and heightening the possibility of mistakes.

Independent-minded patients can also put their own safety at risk: moving pill bottles

around, manoeuvring themselves into unstable positions, insisting caregivers attempt

things for which they are not trained.

Some of these hazards — tiny apartments filled with cherished possessions, high

turnover at home-care agencies, strong-willed patients — can’t be avoided. But most of

them can be better managed with more forethought, teamwork and training.

The authors recommend that:

Every home-care patient be assigned a “quarterback” to make sure all caregivers —

including family members — are fully briefed, moving in the same direction and up to

the tasks required.

The province standardize patient charts and checklists and make them mandatory.

The Ministry of Health lift its arbitrary cap on the number of hours of home-care a

patient can receive and loosen its bureaucratic rules (a patient can receive no more than

two portable oxygen cylinders a month, for example).

Home-care professionals keep a close eye on family caregivers. They carry most of the

burden, yet many are in failing health themselves. Forgetfulness, depression and

burnout are common.

Three of the four can be done without increasing spending. All are straightforward and

feasible.

Health Minister Deb Matthews never mentions safety in her upbeat speeches about

“comfortable, dignified, convenient” care in the home. Her blueprint for the province’s

health-are system contains no reference to it. The quality of care varies with the local

Community Care Access Centre allocating it and the home-care agencies delivering it.

The minister admits there is a severe shortage of home care in Ontario. Her government

has earmarked an additional $700 million to home care — $260 million this year.

More money will certainly help. But two other ingredients are imperative for a safe,

patient-centred home-care system: strong leadership and constant vigilance.

Carol Goar ’s column appears Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
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yesterday

hey get to live out their last days in their own home. Twice Ive been in hospital, 2 weeks

e, and I felt like a prisoner. And Im only 30 with no serious conditions and knew Id be out

was excruciatingly boring and I missed home. I could have been there safely in under a

well but they kept renewing the Form 1 - meaning you are legally bound to stay until a

gns your release or they can have the police bring you back in if you leave. 

the point of the story is Id find it torture knowing a hospital bed or retirement home is it

nd Id likely never see home again. Even if it meant dying of a heart attack or something

d have been survivable in a hospital, Id rather die at home at 70 than spend another 6

hospital or other inpatient facility and live to 75. Im sure many would feel the same way.

Hill 6 days ago

r was sick in an Ontario Hospital and I can state that I was not pleased with the care

eceived. The only reason I believe that he made it out alive was that I and several

of our family work in healthcare and we rode the staff in ensuring that he was treated

ately. This contrasts with the high quality home care that he has received since. All the

rs have been excellent. Nevertheless, Deb Matthews has shown her incompetence and

tely need inspections conducted with vigorous enforcement, not more flourishing

willfull blindness and fake outrage from her when the incompetence of her leadership is

repeatedly.

nway Beeby last week

pect, One swallow does not a summer make. 

y you are receiving such compassionate and well-coordinated, well-organized care. But

u for giving us an example of how wonderful Home Care can be if properly managed and

ppropriately. 

 exemplified the kind of services that other families cry out for in order to help their

e loved ones.  

ies of the seriously mentally ill have just been notified that they must be prepared to

heir own sick offspring in their homes regardless of any practical ability to do so. Too

ychiatric hospital beds have already been closed leaving no safe place or medical help

sual ;psychotic relapses. So we have had a taste of the plans government has in place

tures.--right into the day we die. 

liticians and bureaucrats know we families don't live forever and they plan for that

as well.  

week

or, I have been under homecare for 5 years, dealing with an infection I acquired in the

The care I've been provided through St. Elizabeth has been incredibly good. I've had 4

over the years, and never a problem I.E. infection, which hospital staff have told me is

nary. My homecare nurse has consistently kept complete records which are kept in the

ould access be necessary. My homecare nurse (s), have always interfaced with my

Doctors and have always been 'dead on' with their diagnosis of any problems and have

o creditable to the Doctors that their opinion is always sought, and acted on. Without

 supported by an excellent pharmacy - CALEA -, I would have lost most mobility and

ve spent months in hospital. Home care also serviced my wife and I've been told by

medical practitioners, that the care she received literally prolonged her life by many many
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hange last week

ot need more university qualified bureaucrats sitting in offices sending out untrained

l with the wrong characteristics to help the old and sick. Too many overpaid chiefs and
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